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What is Typesetting?
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Typesetting is the composition of text by means of arranging letters and symbols.

Learning how to typeset is important for communicating your science precisely, consistently, and correctly.
Just like the proper use of grammar.

Would you submit a paper without capitalizing the first word of each sentence?
Would you submit a paper without using punctuation (e.g. periods and commas)?



Consistency is Key
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 Typeface (e.g. Arial vs. Times New Roman)
 Font (size, italics, bolding)
 Symbols
 Spacing
 Units
 Justification
 …

Be mindful of consistency in: What should be consistent?

 Paragraphs with other paragraphs
 Titles with other titles
 Figure captions with other figure captions
 Placement of in-text citations
 All references within the bibliography
 …



Variables, Subscripts, and Superscripts
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Temperature: T
Fitting parameter: n
Dispersity: Ð
Boltzmann’s constant: k

Number average molar mass: Mn
Probability of selecting particle 1: p1
Avogadro’s number: NAv
Ten to the power of two: 102

Molar mass of fraction i: Mi for all i = 1, 2, …, n

 Superscripts and subscripts that are themselves variables without a fixed value are italicized

 Superscripts and subscripts that represent labels or numbers are NOT italicized 

 All variables (scalars) and universal constants are italicized

Scattering wave vector: q
Unit cell basis: a, b, and c

 Vectors are bold and non-italicized 

(c.f. magnitude of the scattering wave vector q)
(c.f. unit cell parameters a, b, and c)

Do not just italicize everything because 
that’s what equation editor defaults to!



Symbols — Overview 
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Symbols, whenever possible, should be typeset in the same typeface as the surrounding text (i.e. not ‘math mode’)

Good: ‘Common mathematical symbols used in manuscripts are α, β, and γ.’
Same typeface as the 
surrounding text

Different typeface from 
the surrounding text 
Arial vs. Cambria Math 
(math mode)

Example:

Bad: ‘Common mathematical symbols used in manuscripts are 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽, and 𝛾𝛾.’



Other Common Symbols
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 Degree signs are symbols,
not superscript ‘oh’ or ‘zero’

20 °C/min 

Correct

20 oC/min 20 0C/min 

Incorrect Incorrect

 “Prime” and “double prime” are symbols,
not apostrophes or quotation marks

G′, G″

Can copy/paste all of these into Word/Powerpoint
Double check the font!

G’, G’’, G”

Correct Incorrect

 Ellipsis … is a symbol, 
not three periods ...
(notice the different spacing)



Other Common Symbols
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 Much-greater-than ≫ and much-less-than ≪ signs are symbols, 
not two greater-than or less-than symbols — c.f. >> and << 

 Angle brackets, e.g. families of directions ⟨123⟩, are symbols,
not greater than and less than signs — c.f. <123> 

 Times × is a symbol, not the letter ‘x’



Dashes
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Hyphen (shortest): -

‘em dash’ (longest): —

‘en dash’ (medium): –

Usage:

Compound nouns
Compound adjectives

Minus signs
Ranges of numbers
Multiple names

Parentheticals in middle of sentence
Dash that separates two parts of a sentence

Usage:

Examples:

Mother-in-law
Solid-forming reaction

Usage: Example:

The brown fox — a type of animal commonly 
found in the forest — jumped over a rock.

The temperature is –10 °C.
A broad 1H NMR resonance in the range 3–4 ppm.
Flory–Fox equation

Examples:



Dashes
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The hyphen is on 
your keyboard!

Can copy/paste all of these into Word/Powerpoint
Double check the font!



Units and Non-Breaking Spaces
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Always place a non-breaking space between a number and its units: 25 K, 32 min, 800 sec

What is a non-breaking space?

Normal space Non-breaking space
ctrl + shift + space on your keyboard



Paragraph Formatting — Maintain Consistent Spacing and Justification
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Random 
change

in justification

Random 
change

in spacing



Paragraph Formatting — Maintain Consistent Tab Size
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Inconsistent
tab size



Citations
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Citations either go (1) after punctuation or (2) before punctuation (varies by journal/personal preference).

Inconsistent use of 
before/after and spacing

Sloppy!

Be consistent — do not mix and match



References
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Be consistent and double check journal names, titles, etc., even if you use reference software!

https://cassi.cas.org/search.jsp

Use CASSI journal abbreviations

These are not the journal names
(although they came from downloading the references!)



Common Pitfalls
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 Size of a space after subscript/superscript

 Punctuation after italicization or bolding

Ellipsis and two commas have been unintentionally 
bolded before/after the name of interest

Notice the space to the left of × is more 
balanced with the space on the right
(no longer unintentionally subscript) 



Common Pitfalls
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 Inconsistent title capitalization

Title case means the first letter of each 
word is capitalized, except for certain 

small words.

Title case Sentence casevs.

Sentence case means only the first letter 
of the first word is capitalized

(plus proper nouns).

This is the title of my paperThis is the Title of My Paper



Common Pitfalls
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 Don’t use possessive nouns for inanimate objects

Azobenzene is 
not alive



Common Pitfalls
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 Pasting from Microsoft Excel can screw up subscript/superscript alignment



Common Pitfalls
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 Pasting from Microsoft Excel can screw up subscript/superscript alignment



Common Pitfalls
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 Pasting from Microsoft Excel can screw up subscript/superscript alignment



Common Pitfalls
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 If your lines of text look inconsistently spaced, something weird is going on!

Typeface for the symbols 
has inadvertently changed



Common Pitfalls
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 If your lines of text look inconsistently spaced, something weird is going on!

Typeface is 
now consistent



Conclusions
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Questions?

Some typesetting comes down to personal preferences and publisher style requirements.

The only choice that is wrong every time is inconsistency.
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